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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Theory and experiment are both useful in the development of new scientifically
interesting and technologically relevent materials. On the theory front, one would like
to predict the occurrence of stable and metastable phases as well as gaining insights
into the chemical bonding which underlies the phase formation. In addition, one
would like to explore the mechanical, electronic, optical and other properties of the
phases in question. One of the first steps in doing this is to explore the atomically
ordered phases and it will be the ordered transition metal alloys which will be of
concern of this chapter.

When estimating phase stability, there is almost a 1010 variation in computational
effort which may be applied. This ranges, on the upper end, from "all bells and
whistles" efforts to solve Schrodjnger's equation with some rigor for a solid to a lower
end involving schemes which can be implemented, by hand, on a piece of paper if one
has maintained one's elementary arithmetic skills. Both ends of the spectrum have
their uses and both will be touched on in this chapter — we will consider structural
maps and model schemes, such as Miedema's, on one hand and, on the other, we will
inspect the results of full local density potential augmented basis set calculations.
Augmented basis set calculations are the most expensive, computationally, of the
conventional band structure schemes but, in our view, offer the most reliable treatment
for transition metal d (and actinide / ) bands. Being expensive, they should not
be casually done for large numbers of cases. However, they may be deemed to be
benchmarks with respect to which other schemes may be measured or from which the
parameters employed in other schemes may be derived.

Figure 1 is an example of the product from a set of estimates of heats of formation
for ordered phases, in this case in the Pt-Ti system. We will have occasion to
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return to this case later, but we might note several features «f the sy.-.tem :uul of the
calculations here. First, the 50:50 phase undergoes a Martensitic phase transition at
the temperature of ~1000°C, a higher temperature than that at which such transitions
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Figure 1. Calculated and experimentally determined h u l l of formation for PtaTi, PhTi (Cu3Au
structure), PtTi (AuCd and CtCt itructutes) and PtTis (A1S). The upper panel shows a rough
sketching of the Pl-Ti phase diagram with the shaded regions being the phases represented by
the calculations. The creases indicate ealorimetric measurements and she i s emf measurements.
At 50:50 concentration, the square indicates the calculated heat for the low temperature AuCd
structure with the high temperature CMCI structure phase, the circle, correctly shown to be less
bound. The dashed line in the phase diagram at ~1000'C for (he 50:50 phase is the Martensitic
transition between these two phsses. The calculated heats were obtained with relMivistic full
potential IDA calculations with spin-orbit effects included in the valence bands.

commonly occur (this is represented by the dashed line in the phase diagram at
~50:50). As for the calculations, the calculated and experimental heats of formation,
A # , agree to within the scatter in experiment, i.e. ~l/10 eV/atom. The AJ-T, like the
phase diagram above, display a strong skewing towards the strongest alloy formation
occurring for the Pt-rich systems. In general one expects the strongest compound



formation to occur at 50:50 composition because this lets one have the maximum
number of unlike atom nearest-neighbor pairs, hence the maximum number of bonds
favoring alloy formation. As will be discussed later, d band bonding is responsible for
the skewing. The fact that the calculated A # for PtTii lies above the line drawn
between the AJ? for PtTi and the zero for Ti indicates that PtTi} is stable relative to
a two-phase mix of PtTi and Ti having the same overall composition. Similarly, PtTi,
Pt^Ti, and PttTi are stable against competition from two-phase mixes of adjacent
phases. Thus the calculated (as well as the experimental) A/f are consistent with
essential features of the phase diagram. The Pt-Ti system offers a particular test of
one's ability to calculate as will be discussed towards the end of this chapter.

This chapter will concentrate on the following:
• Physical Parameters Controlling Phase Stability

—» Bume-Rothery —• Miedema Hamiltonian
-» Structural Maps

• Wave Functions (Multi & Single Electron)
- • Potentials (Chodorow and Local Density)
-• Total Energies - • Details (Such as Jfc Sets)

• A Comment on Entropy Terms
• Cohesive Energies —• Electron Promotion Energies

- • Multiplet Effects with Local Density
—• Issues Associated with Dealing with Hund's Rule Orbital Effects

• Structural Energies of the Elemental Solids
• Energies Associated with Atomic Positions Deviating from Perfect Lattices
• Charge Transfer - A Measure of "Chemical" Effects -» Charge Tailing
• Heats of Formation of Ordered Compounds

- • Bonding Trends as Evidenced by Inspection of Densities of States

HUME-ROTHERY, S T R U C T U R A L M A P S , A N D SIMPLE
HAMILTONIANS

As Hume-Rothery emphasized, many alloying trends may be understood in terms
of electron to atom ratios (i.e. bandnlling), of the relative sizes of the constituents
and in the strength of bonding as measured, say, by an electronegativity difference.
For example, substitution^ alloying occurs most readily when the atoms are similar
in size and when the bonding (i.e. the difference in electronegativities) is not too
great, since strong bonding encourages the formation of ordered compounds rather
than a substitutions! alloy. Size has taken on different guises over the years: in
metallic systems the useful measure would appear to be actually size as measured Uy
atomic volume or radius while for covalently bound systems it is common to employ
the ion core radius, that is the repulsive region of the pseudopotentiaL, as a measure
of effective size.

Other factors have been invoked in addition to Hume-Rothery's three. For
example, the electron density in the outer reaches of an atomic cell is featured in
Miedema's Hamiltonian1 while the relative strengths of 5 versus p bonding arise in
considerations of covalent bonding. Discussions of transition metal bonding often
employ the position of the d band centers of gravity and their band widths as relevant
parameters.

Electronegativity differences have been the subject of much curiosity because
not only are they presumed to provide a measure of bonding strength, but also an
indication of the direction and magnitude of charge transfer. There are almost as
many electronegativity scales as there are workers who have considered the issue.



One is the Mulliken scate which is based on. the ionizauou fiiorgu-s aiid flection
affinities of the free atoms, that is the propensity of an atom to keep the electrons it
has, as well as the tendency to gain another. This is intuitively a most attractive
definition, but unfortunately it is obtained for free atoms rather than for atoms
actively involved in bonding. The Pauling and Phillips scales involve the energetics
of bonding and the dielectric properties of solids respectively. There are a number of
"metallurgical" scales where the electronegativity has been taken proportional to an
element's chemical potential as manifested by its work function. Such a scale has been
employed1 by Miedema in his model Hamiltonian. These and other clcctronegativity
scales are in general agreement that the electronegativities increase as one traverses
the transition metals from left to right, that is, a left hand member such as Ti
loses charge to Ni which is on its right. There are, however, differences in detail.
For example, Pauling has Au the most electronegative of the metals whereas work
functions indicate Re> Os, Ir, and Pt to be more electronegative than Au. This issue
will be returned to later.

In addition to size and electronegativity, the third Hume-Rothery parameter is
band-filling. The crystal structures of the transition metals, when nonmagnetic, occur
in the sequence indicated in Figure 2. This trend has been, rationalized by the tight
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Figure 2. The sequence of structures which arise as a function of d band filling as the transition
metals are traversed, providing that the metals, in question, axe constrained to be nonmagnetic. The
same sequence describes the alloys as a function of band filling, providing there is the insertion for
the occurrence of the topologicaUy dose-packed, tcp phases, and providing that chemical bonding
is not too strong (to ai to encourage oid«ed compounds) and the relative sizes of the alloy con-
stituents are favorable. If several tcp phases occur, they occur in the sequence shown in the bottom
panel of the figure.

binding estimates of Pettifor2 and the work of others. This trend also describes
transition metal alloy formation providing one inserts a group of topologically-close-
packed (tcp) or FVank-Kaspex phases as indicated. These include the o{CrFt)^ the
A15, and the ^(FCIWQ) structures, as well as the aMn structure which has packing3

close to that of the tcp phases. The tcp are alloy phases having different atomic
sites of differing atomic volume involving the nonplanar packing of atoms having 12-,
14-, 15-, and 16-fold near-neighbor coordinations. The nonplanar packing makes these
phases brittle.



Aa example of where such simple band-filling considerations control allov pha.se
behavior is to be seen for the MO-IT system in Figure 3. bcc Mo is followed by A15.
o, and hep intermediate phases, finally ending in subsututional /r-ricli fee alloys
Important to this trend is the absence of strong compound formation which would
encourage the occurrence of highly ordered line compounds.
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Figure 3. A sketch of the Mo-Ir phase diagram showing the sequence of structures 6cc -
o —» hep —* fee, as a function of band filling, indicated in Figure 2.

The 12-fold coordinated sites of the tcp phases, involve an icosahedron, normally
a somewhat distorted iscosahedron, of nearest neighbors. In contrast, the 14-, 15-,
and 16-fold sites involve 2, 3, and 4 dose lying, "major bonding" nearest neighbors
respectively. The two of the 14-fold lie in a line, squashing the atom's environment
along the line as in the linear chains of atoms in the A15 phases. The 3-fold are
arranged coplanarly while the 4-fold are (roughly) tetrahedral. These major bonds
or disclinations* form nets through the crystal lattices.

There is another class of crystal structures involving the environments Bernai
encountered5'6 in his glass constructs. These have 10-, 9-, and 8-fold environments
involving 2, 3, and 4 minor bond lines respectively which are arranged at atomic
sites much like the major bonds of the tcp systems. However, these are associated
with distant rather than near-lying nearest neighbors. Both classes of structures
figure importantly in transition metal alloy formation and they feature ill-packed
local atomic environments in contrast with those of the well-packed fee, hep, and bcc
phases.

The tcp and closely related phases fall into two groups:
There are those with a majority of small atom sites. These include the Laves

phases (having just 12- and 16-fold sites), the hard magnets such as SmCos,
Nd^FejiB, and the hydrogen storer LaNis- These systems generally form at close
to ideal stoichiometry.



Then thero are those phases without a majority of such 12-fold sites These
include the cliCO and cilG2 whidi arc related to icosahedral phase systems such as AUi
hlgii, AhCuLii. Then there are A15, o(CrFe), and X, and finally we have aMn, t
Mg23 >l'jo whose packings do not conform strictly to the tcp construct. These alloys,
when involving transition metals, occur at the favored d band occupancies indicated
in Figure 2 sometimes over significant concentration ranges (at the cost of mixed atom
occupancies on some sites). Significant concentration ranges axe encouraged by the
structures having distributions (not just 12- and 16-fold) ia sites, and are most likely
to occur7 when the volumes of the constituent atoms differ by twenty to forty percent.
Apparently this lets the systems make "best use" of the differing atomic sites.

We could have plotted a "structural map" with d electron count as one coordinate
and volume ratio as another. Better yet, one could add a third coordinate which is a
measure of strength of bonding, such as an electronegativity difference. This would
show that providing: the relative volumes are alright and the chemical bonding isn't
too strong, these tcp phases will occur at the suitable band filling. Such considerations
may be extended to transition metal-rich systems having modest amounts8 of Al, Si,
Ge, etc. present.

A structural map for the ordered 50:50 transition metal alloys appears in Figure 4.
One coordinate is band filling as measured in terms of d band vacancies. This was
done because it is easier to define the top, rather than the bottom of the d bands, and
hence easier to count in terms of rf-band holes. The second coordinate is a transition
metal electronegativity scale9 based on the propensity of the d bands to gain or lose
d count through hybridization. The scale is consistent with work function scales in
that the electronegativities of the noble metals are less than those of their immediate
transition metal neighbors. The map shows a tcp a phase region of small binding,
i.e. small electronegativity differences, centered at an electron vacancy count of four.
To the right are fee based phases and to the left dec ones, consistent with band
filling expectations. At large binding, there is a wedge of BCr structure phases.
This structure involves atomic sites having Bernal environments which, as discussed
above, are of low symmetry and low atomic coordination — lower atomic coordination
than might normally be expected for metallic systems. The separation of the various
structures in the map is fairly good. What is of particular interest are the clear errors.
MnPd, FcRh, and FeCo are ice in the fee region and this, presumably, follows from
their magnetism, just as ferromagnetic Fe is bee though if nonmagnetic it should be
close-packed (see Figure 2). CuPd also is on a bec lattice though this occurs at a
stoichiometry closer to Cu^Pd?. Whether on or off 50:50 it is surprising that this
system orders in this way. The remaining major "error" consists of IrTi, RhTi, and
RuTa which are normally listed as in the /cc-based CuAul structure which is related
to the CsCl structure by a tetragonal distortion. Inspection of the c/a ratios for the
three systems in question shows values close to that of the cubic ice and not the cubic
fee structure. In other words, these CuAul systems lie on bec lattices, admittedly
tetragonally distorted ones, consistent with their presence in the bec region of the
structural map.

Villars has gathered the most recent and complete compilation of crystallographic
data.10 Using his data base of observed crystallographic structures, he has searched"
for the "best choices" of coordinates for structural mapping. The search emphasized
structures encountered in senu jonductor compounds and this is refle'eted in the result.
For example size is represented by an ion core size rather than by atomic volume
which might be more appropriate to metallic binding. Phillips, Rabe, and Villars have
used1^'13 these coordinates to define regions favorable to the formation of: icosahedral,
high Tc superconductor, and high Tc ferroelectric phases. These mappings appear to
provide a useful first cut in the search for new systems.



Structural maps may provide useful qualitative intimates concerning the occur-
rence of hitherto undetected phases and the basis for challenging purportedly observed
phases. Such maps aie a lot cheaper than the calculations reported elsewhere in these
proceedings. Of course, such Hume-Rothery type parameters may be employed in
effective Hamiltonians and one most successful of such endeavors is the subject of the
next section.
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Figure 4. A structural map for the 50:50 transition metal'transition metal alloys where one
coordinate u the difference in electronegativities which were derived, based on the propensity for a
band structure*! d band to gain or lose charge through hybridization. The second coordinate is a
measure of the alloy's d band occupation as indicated by the average number of unoccu^fd d band
level* appropriate to the two elemental alloy constituent*. The labeled points are "errors* in the
map which a n discussed in the text.

THE M1EDEMA HAMILTONIAN

Miedema employed a cellular approach where the electron density, n, is derived
from the elemental built modulus. In the scheme, there is an energy cost in bringing
unlike atoms A and £ to a common density at their mutual boundary +«("J( —"a )2

where a is a positive constant. To this term is added a bonding energy —j3(<t>A ~
(JIB)1 where 0 again is a positive constant, and the aVs are chemical potentials or
electronegativities based on work functions.
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where the negative term f occurs when one element is a transition metal and the
other is not and its value depends upon which column in the periodic table the latter
comes from.
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With different prefactors

works well for bulk solids, surfaces, diatomic molecules and (with minor rewriting)
interstitial ions.



Considering the quality of results versus the cost uf calculating then). Miedema's
scheme is a "Best Buy-" The predictions are by no me.-ms perfect as can be seen in
Figure 5. The overall scale of the Miedema results is otf for Pd-Zr but this is one of
the worst coses which could have been chosen. Generally the Miedema scheme yields
very reasonable results for the 50:50 compounds. There is a pronounced skewing of the
phase diagram! and of the heats of formation towards Rh and Pd, much as has already
been seer in Figure 1. Miedema's heats do not depend on crystal structure and the
concentration dependence appears in a volume dependent prefactor associated with
how much surface of atom A is there to be brought into register with how much of B'B.
This does not yield the scale of the skewing seen here and often it predicts skewing in
the wrong direction (a band theory explanation {or this skewing will appear at the end
of this chapter). Nevertheless, Miedema's estimates, like structural maps, can provide
invaluable first estimates concerning the occurrence and energetics of alloy phases.

BAND THEORY

Modern band structure methods make use of the local density approximation
to reduce the many electron problem to a one-electron Hamiltonian. Normally, we
nil one-electron states up to a Fermi level (perhaps with partial occupations in its
vicinity). The result is a single product, if you will a. single-determinant, wave
function. Not only does this omit correlation effects important to heavy fermion
and high T- superconducting systems, but it does not have the multi-determinant
character essential to the description of Hund's Rule effects in atoms.

One class of one-electron basis functions are augmented basis functions, where an
analytic basis is employed in the interstitial region, "augmented" by explicit solutions
of Schrodinger's (or Dirac's) equations within atomic spheres at each of the atomic
sites. Augmented basis set calculations of this type are the safest for transition metals,
albeit the most expensive computationally. Relativistic calculations of this class are
relied on in these talks.

Most of the calculations of this chapter involve the linearized augmented Slater-
type orbital (LASTO) approach" where we have Bloch functions

^E(
R

constructed from Slater-type orbitals in the interstitial

augmented in atomic spheres

+NL(?) = £ («r«*W + 0AL«A(r)) VA(r)
A

where u(r) is the solution of the radial equation in the atomic sphere, u(r) is its energy
derivative (and is orthogonal to it) and a and 0 are weights determined by matching to
the wave function outside. Using two J, two p, two d, and a single / Slater-type orbital
per site in the interstitial yields band results equivalent to an LAPW calculation but
with a 25 x 25 matrix, per site, to be constructed and diagonalized. Common basis
sets and common atomic spheres will be used for a compound and for the elemental
solids whose total energies will be compared with that of the compound.

Local density potentials, as we now know them, did not exist in the early days
of band theory. One early potential is Chodorow's for copper. It is based on a



solid's version of atomic Hartree-Fock theory — what might \>c inll-d a Wiguer-Soitz-
Hartree-Fock-Van Vleck-Hubbard model in hindsight. There are lessons to be learnt
from this class of potential and granted this, we'll make a side trip to atomic Hartree-
Fock theory.

Consider two-electron matrix elements between orbitals

then J / rt(fi )4\ (f2 ) — & (rv

1

• fl* (a 4 c d)

where the c1 are aogular integrals, which apart from a i/jTfj are Gaunt coefficients,

and

fl'(«W)= / f ^P*(
J J r>

Coulomb terms involve the interaction of a density, |A,P, interacting with
another, |0j|2

The interaction = J ^ angular terms ^'(06,06)
Jt

— 2_[ angular terms • F (ab).
t

Exchange involves the interaction of an overlap density ^ ^ t with its complex
conjugate &,«SJ

The interaction = J ^ angular terms • Rk (ab, ba)
t

s ^2 a °g u ' a r terms • G* (ab).
k

For electrons in the same shell with the same radial function f ( r ) , Fk(aa) =
G'foa).

In the Hartree-Fock description of an atomic shell of n electrons there will be n
spherical Coulomb F°(aa) minus one self (Coulomb) exchange F°(aa) in the potential
sampled by one election. This leads to a *'*j~ ' F"(aa) term in the total energy of the
system. This F° is the unscreened U of Hubbard and Anderson Hamiltonians and
the "relative" of the exchange-correlation hole in local density theory.

The aspherical Fk and Gt terms underly multiplet theory for the atoms and
aspherical effects in the solids.

A Hartree-Fock derivation for a solid with a valence shell having n electrons per
atom in th&t shell, yields a (n — x)F° contribution to the one-electron energy (or



potential), where z depends on the filling of the valance band (i.e., i - . 1 when the
band is full). There is a full self-Coulomb hole, but the extent to which it is localized
on a single site, involving F° alone, depends on band filling.

Taking a dlas Cu atomic wave function, Chodorow defined a crystal potential
with 9<f + is Coulomb terms (i.e., a full d hole was "localized" on the site) plus
interelectronic t jF 0 F* and C l terms. The "full potential" local density and
the Chodorow's Slatex-Condon-Racah approach treat the aspherical coulomb terms
identically. The differences arise in the asphericaj (and spherical) exchange-correlation
terms. A computational shortcoming of a scheme, uch as Chodorow's, is in its
sampling of one-electron wave functions — not just electron densities. Apart from
a potable screening of the Fk integrals, it also neglects correlation but unlike local
density theory it allow* the treatment of spin and orbital magnetic effects on an equal
basis, a matter which will be returned to later.

The local density approximation has been defined in detail elsewhere in these
proceedings and this will not be repeated here. One feature of this class of potential
is that it has its self-Coulomb hole centered on the point at which the electron is
sampling the potential. A spin-dependent local density (LSDA) class of potential has
been derived where there are different exchange — coorelation terms for electrons of
different M,. This allows spin-polarized atomic and band structure calculations to be
performed.

Perdew and others have worked15 on gradient corrections to the LDA potential.
As evidenced by energies obtained for atoms, a satisfying gradient correction may
now exist. Gradient corrections have not been employed in the calculations reported
on in this chapter. They are expected to be numerically important to cohesive energy
estimates, but otherwise to have little qualitative effect on the results to be discussed.
(We also note that according to the Ames-Iowa group, these gradient corrections have
problems when dealing with the 5<f elemental solids.)

Until recently, it has been common to employ "muffin-tin" potentials which
are limited to spherical terms at atomic sites and constant terms in the interstitial
region. Now, "full" potentials which are "without shape approximations" are being
increasingly employed. These account for the aspherical character of the charge
density, hence the potential, throughout space. There is a substantial, i.e. order
of magnitude, increase in computing cost on going from the muffin-tin to the full
potential, but this is essential when obtaining energies for systems having low-site
symmetries such as the Frank-Kasper phases or phases where the atoms have Bernal
environments.

While we calculate total energies with our band calculations, we ara concerned
with calculating differences between total energies and not with absolute values of
individual total energies. This is essential to our success. For example, we are
concerned with the difference between an element in the hoc versus the fee structure

or a cohesive energy

or a heat of formation

where z; is the fraction of element t in the compound, or the competition between
the AH of one phase with that of another or a combination of others. The success or
failure of such enterprises then resides in our ability to calculate diverse total energies
to a common accuracy.
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hi doing tliis, sufficient care must, o( course, be wkrn witli snrh mi l tas :is choice
of k sets, of cut-offs in reciprocal space and in tlit? roinnion rliuice of basis sets of
sufficient variational freedom.

A COMMENT CONCERNING ENTROPY

It is normal to limit consideration of entropy terms to those of configuration
entropy (atomic mixing) and to vibralional entropy when dealing with an alloy system.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the electronic contttbutioos to the elemental bec-hep entropy differences
with the experiment*] value* (the circlec) for the left-hand elements and with Kaufman and Bern-
stein'* CALPHAD estimate* (the solid line) for the heavier transition elements, chosen so as to allow
the observed phase diagram* to be reproduced. The shaded region indicates the calculated electronic
terms, the spread being due to the «Dte*d in existing band-theory prediction* of n(ir).

There is a term associated with electronic excitations, namely

3
f) k%T + higher orders

which is normally neglected since the electronic specific heat of a solid is swamped by
the vibrational entropy. As Grimvall pointed out,16 Sct may be small but the change
in Set in going from one structure to another need not be inconsequential. This
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inculs in <hc bur and in the fee structure app<-a' in Figure 0. Those arc compared
with the lolftl change in entropy as observed experum'nlally for the left hand of the
transition metal row and in Kaufman and Bernstein's CALPHAD estimates18 for
ihe remainder (or which there are no fee *-* bec phase transitions to be observed.
The electronic terms are of the order of the total which involves combined electronic
plus viSwational terms. This suggests that if vibrntioiiiil entropy changes ore to
be accounted for in an alloy ralculation, then the electronic terms should also be
considered as well. This is trivial to do if the densities of states have been obtained
for the systems in question.

Martensitic transitions are of concern elsewhere in this volume. These involve
the transition from a higher symmetry high temperature phase to a lower symmetry
low temperature one. Going to lower symmetry will break the degeneracies of
orbital levels and if some of these are in the vicinity of the Fcrn.i kvel, the splitting
leaving some below, and some above <fj, will enhance the binding energy of the low
temperature phase. Concomitant to this will be a lowering of n(<f), hence S,i- A
measurable fraction of the entropy charge, stabilizing the high temperature phase,
can be expected to come from such an electronic term.

COHESION OF THE ELEMENTAL METALS

The cohesive energy of an elemental solid is the total energy of the solid minus
that of the atom, namely

&Hcek - EMOIU - -Eni,,™ •

With or without gradient corrections, there is the question of to what extent LDA
treat! the solid and the free atom equivalently. There is another complication. An
experimental i i f i « i is measured with respect to the lowest lying multiplet level of
the free atom, while an LDA or LSDA calculation for an atom is usually done for the
average over a number of multiplet states. In the case of the LSD A, this might be over
a set of states of maximum M, for the atomic configuration in question, i.e. states
associated with the maximum allowable spin multiplicity. A common practice is to
c'° c a ' c u l & t ' o n s fof different atomic configurations and to define the case having the
lowest energy as the LSDA "ground state." This average over multiplet levels may
not include the actual ground level of the atom. One possibility is to use experimental
data to define the promotion energy from the actual ground state to the multiplet
average in question.

The corrected heat is then

AHc* = E,M - {E.lcm - A,)

where A , is the promotion energy, determined from experiment, from the atom's
ground state to the center of gravity of configuration that the calculated Eatom
corresponds to.

Results obtained in the two ways appear in Figure 7 for the Sd metals. Correcting
the atomic results so that reference is made to the actual atomic ground state
improves the predictions. However the theoretical AH remain above experiment
implying that local density theory has done a poorer job describing the free atom
than the solid. Corrected results for the <f\ <T~'.s, and <f ~3sJ.configurations for
the id elements appear in Figure 8 (there is insufficient <P spectral data for the 5cf s
to make such a comparison for them). Seeing the change on going from d*~3sJ to
<f~ ' j , it is surprising that there is no further change on going to d". Using19 other
reference configurations, e.g. d"~'p, yields results which fall within the envelope of
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the predictions seen here. This discrepancy between theory and experiment is one of
the most glaring shortcomings of local density theory. It remains to be seen whether,
and to what extent, gradient corrections to LDA improves on this.

Hf Au

Figure 7. Calculated and experimental cohesive energies for the 5d transition melals: the L5DA
curve relies on the calculated LSDA (round states as the atomic reference whereas the d"->j
employs an experimentally based promotion energy, Aj>, taking the atom from iu actual ground
multiple! state to the average over oP- l i levels appropriate to LSDA calculation done for the d"-'
configuration.

s - . d PROMOTION ENERGIES

Going from one atomic configuration to another involves a promotion energy, e.g.,

where its experimental value enters the changed &r and its calculated value in the
£«iom when one was calculating a cohesive energy. That is, the error in calculating
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the promotion energy

"equals" the change obtained for AifM». Gunnarson and Jones studied30 LDA results
for 6(AE,^i). They did not have data for the d"~'s — d* promotions and, from what
they did have, they concluded that the LDA errors arose from interactions between
the valence electrons and the outer core. Such errors would imply that 6(&E) should
be essentially the same for the <f"2»2 - • d*"^ and. the d""x« - • d* transitions. This
is not the case as can be seen in Figure 9 where S(AE) is plotted for the 3d and id
rows. The sign of the S{ AE) indicate the d electrons to be too strongly bound relative
o the s. The essential difference in the results, depending on whether or not there is

•ux s electron common to both the initial and final state, strongly suggests that LDA's
errors are associated with electron-election interactions within the valence shell
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Figure 9. s — d promotion energy errors, 6(&E), i.e. the difference between theory and experiment
for those 3d and id (Munition metal i f ~ V - • d"-'i and (P-'s — d" and adjacent main
group «J — it and 1 — d truuitioni for which there is reliable experimental data. (The id
traiuition metal row n i omitted due to a tack of d"-'t — <f" spectral data). Note that a positive
»'(A£) indicate* a cue where the d electron u calculated to be more stable relative to the 1 than is
experimentally so.

ORBITAL EFFECTS, HUND'S SECOND RULE

The introduction of LSDA has allowed a treatment of the spin magnetic effects,
associated with Hund's first rnle within local density theory. Spin-orbit effects, hence
Hund's third rule terms, are often incorporated in local density calculations (though
it's commonly forgotten that spin-orbit coupling is a two-electron interaction with
its own exchange21 and correlation terms which, luckily, can usually be lumped
together as an effective one-electron effect). There remains the orbital magnetic effects
associated with Hund's second rule. For open d and / shells the energetics of orbital
terms are greater than, or at least as great as, the energies of spin-orbit coupling.
These terms are of importance to magneto-optical effects, and they are essential to any
treatment of the actinides and their compounds. The magnetism of the 3d transition
metal oxides, in general, and the cobalt compounds, in particular, cannot be said
to be completely dealt with, without the inclusion of orbital magnetism. This raises
the issue of how well does local density theory deal with describing atomic multiplet
effects. The literature has concentrated22"24 on open p shells which are a special
case. Spectral data for open / shells is limited and this leaves consideration of open



</ bliells, the report of which will be given elsewhere, with the sense of the conclusions
given below.

Consider a d" configuration. We can construct an array of single determinant
wave functions, $», where orbitala o{ varying m* and m, are occupied. These may be
combined

where the <t j are eigenfunctions of S, L, Mi, and Ms. What are the consequences of
taking the charge tad spin density associated with some given # , and evaluating its
LSDA total energy? We are already in trouble with So3"1" with its single 3d electron
(or Cu2+ 3d with its single d hole) because the LSDA total energy of the ion varies
by 0.2 eV depending on the choice of the mi value of the electron (or hole). In other
words, LSDA has states with energies varying by 0.2 eV, which in fact are degenerate
single determinant states. Consider the multideterminant 3d5 example represented in
Figure 10. Concentrate, for now, on the ellipses which are experiment and the solid
and dashed L ,es which are the LSDA energies for single and multideterminant *y
respectively. These lie in three narrowly defined bands depending on the Ms of the
state in question and are largely independent of I , 5, and Mi. The ground 6 5 state,
plotted to the left shows & spread in LSDA energy of 5 1/2 eV, though according to
experiment (and to Hartree-Fock theory) these levels are degenerate.

In addition to states which are degenerate but have substantially different
LSDA energies, there are states which should have measurably different energies
yet are degenerate according to LSDA. There are many such cases, e.g. in the d*
configuration:

5ZJ, Mi = 1, Ms = 0

which is constructed from 6 determinants and the

3H, Mi = 5, Ms = 0

which is constructed from 2 determinants and the

which is constructed from 2 determinants, have identical charge and spin densities.
Hence they have identical LSDA energies.

LSDA theory does not know up from down as far as orbital effects go because
the dependence of & one-electron wave function on the rign of its m< gets squared
out when its density is constructed. The LSDA Hamiltonian, as we normally use it,
commutes with Ms but it does not commute with 5, L, and Mi. This might be
partially rectified by introducing a current density term to LDA. Moreover, a proper
.'"cription of Hund's rule L and S effects involves multideterminant states — a
de ription which lies outside band theory for solids as we normally do it.

Slater-Condon-Racah theory describes the multiple! energies in terms of the Fl

integrals as derived in Hartree-Fock theory. The various levels of a given multiplet
are degenerate as they should be though the division into Coulomb and exchange
terms is not always uniquely defined. With exchange, hut no correlation, the
splittings between multiplet levels are overestimated. Screening the valence electron
Fk integrals by 10-20% yields predictions which are in fair accord with experiment;
the unscreened Hartree-Fock predictions plotted in Figure 10 would be in excellent
accord with experiment for all but one (the 2D-X of the multiplet states with the
introduction of a 14% screening of the Fk integrals.

One may rescue the LDA predictions by imposing Hartree-Fock constraints on
them. A single determinant function $ j may be expanded where the * ; are the proper
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Figure 10. AU the multiplet teveli of Mn3+ 3d6 as observed experimentally and as obtained in
several ways theoretically as is discussed in text. The zero of each set of points has been taken to be
the average of the energy of that set of poiDts — in the case of experiment, data is missing for the
2D, *P, and 3S states and Hartree-Fock energies for these were used wti«n obtaining experiment's
average (these levels have little weight in the average hence any error in using Hartree-Fock values
for these should have little effect on the resulting average).



muitideterminant eigenfunctions of L, S, Mi, and Ms- Then

E, =< • , |fl| *, >= J2 I"'''2 ^

A set of £,- may be calculated within LSDA and this set of equations fitted to yield
£i subject to the constraints that those, which should be degenerate, are so. The
results of such a fit appear in Figure 10. Though inferior to a screened flartree-Fock
description, the fit does trace the essential features of experiment quite well. Rncah
formed linear combinations of the Fk integrals as

A, B, C for the d° ions

where the multiple! levels of maximum spin, 5, have energies

H 1 ^ L 2 2 A + coeff x B

Similarly for the / " ions, Racah had terms £°, E1, E1, and E}, where the
maximum spin multiplet energies are

Here, the .4, or £°, term is common to all multiplets of maximum 5 and these terms,
with their n(n — l)/2 prefactors include the spherical Couloumb interaction f ° . The
coefficients multiplying B and & depend on the multiplet state in question.

Recently it has been argued that these coefficients are proportional to L{L + 1).
One can then introduce one-electron matrix elements proportional to

mtlE
3

for a given orbital >n an / shell and to

for a given orbital in a d shell.
Thus we would have a computationally simple scheme for introducing orbital

magnetic effects in band calculations. One simply adds diagonal terms of this type to
muffin-tin potential terms in a band calculation. Such calculations39 have successfully
reproduced observed actinide moments for actinide compounds. Unfortunately, the
above argument does not bear scrutiny for open / shells as may be seen in Figure 11.
The separation between multiplet levels, when there is m Jre than one, does not go as
the difference in £ ( !+1) . For / 3 and /*, the levels are not even ordered as a function
of ascending L.

For open d shells, it so happens that there are cases where there are pairs of
levels of maximum spin multiplicity, namely

3F and 3P for d2 and d"

and
*F and *P for d3 and d1

and their splittings, which equal 15B, may be written



Thus d2, d3, <Pt and d6, if in their rnaxiinuin spin multiplicities, arc ain-'iiablc to a
treatment employing a ,

- \mtLB

one-electron tenn in a band calculation. Norman has employed26 this for the Zd
oxides. There is oo formal justification for employing such a scheme for open / (or
p) shells or for the remaining open d shells.
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m a x i m u m spin multiplicity. A s noted in t e x t , tbia s e t of level splitt ings depends only on the Racsh's
E' term which is t specific combination of Slaver's F'(fJ) mUA

One way out to replace the on-site LSDA aspherical terms of a full potential
band calculation by on-site Slater-Condon-Racah aspherical terms which do know
up from down, i.e. are associated with a Hatniltonian which commutes with L, S,
Mi, and M$. A LDA full potential calculation shares the same aspherical Coulomb
terms and, having made the investment in a full potential treatment, it's not much
more work including the exchange. The implementation we envisage, introduces off
diagonal as well as diagonal matrix elements which are exactly derived within Slater-
Condon-Racsh theory.

Their remains the problem that spin and orbital magnetism is intrinsically
associated with many-deiercninant wave functions, so as to have S and L good
quantum numbers — something which our band structure wave function is not!



STRUCTURAL STABILITIES OF THE ELEMENTAL SOLIDS

These energy differences, e.g.

£»« - fycc
enter phase diagram constructs. From the Battelle-Geneva meeting27 of 1965, there
have been disagreements in sign and magnitude between band theorists and those, of
the CALPHAD group, constructing phase diagrams.

Consider Figure 3, the energetics of having an fee /ro.9 Mo$.\ substitution^
alloy would, in first approximation, in the CALPHAD scheme, consist of promoting
the ten percent of Mo from the bee to the fee structure. Similarly, the intermediate
50:50 hep phase would, according to CALPHAD, involve promoting bee Mo and fee
Ir to the hep structure separately. For this to work, hep Mo must be stabler than
fee Mo and similarly hep IT must lie lower than its 6cc counterpart. Such energetics
ignores the role that the combined d band filling of the alloy plays in stabilizing this
intermediate phase. At the Battelle meeting, Friedel and Mott observed that the
structural energy differences appropriate to band theory are larger in magnitude than
those found appropriate by CALPHAD practitioners in constructs such as we have
just sketched out. This problem remains to this day.

In Figure 12 are plotted the bcc-fcc energy differences28 for the id row. Shown
are Swmders et al.'s efforts23 to push the CALPHAD-type values as close to band
theory as they could — most CALPHAD workers would insist on much smaller values.
While there is semiquantitative agreement for all but Ru and Rh the discrepancies
are 6erious to standard phase diagram constructs — large energy differences causing
severe depressions in the solidus-liquidus curves of the terminal phases, for example.

i I i i i i i i

Figure 12. The btc-fec structural energy differences foe the 4d transition element*. The open
ttisngk* lie Saunden et il. C XPDAD-lype ettimate* of thefe energy difference* while the circle*
u« the result of Cull potential LASTO calculuiom.

The situation is even more serious for the hep-fee energy differences of Figure 13.
Note the change in scale relative to Figure 12, the energy differences here being much



smaller. Shown are the original estimates'8 of Kaufman and Bernstein which Mott
and Eriedel opposed years ago along with Saunders and Miodowniks' efforts to push
as close as possible to band theory. For the moment ignore the open squares. Band
theory and CALPHAD disagree as lo whether the 6cc metals To, W (and Nb, Ma,
V, and Cr) have their excited hep or fee phases the more stable, as is important to
the intermediate hep phase of Figure 3 as calculated by CALPHAD means. This sign
disagreement shows no sign of going away.

Os lr

Figure 13. /cc-ncp energy difTeiences for tbe 5d transition metals. The tilled triangles are Kaufman
and Berstein'B original CALPHAD-type estimates while the open triangles are the result of Saunders
et al. where they have pushed the fcc-bcc and fec-hep CALPHAD-type energy differences u dcee
as they could to band theory. The open circles are the result of full potential fully relativuttic
LASTO calculations where hep c/a ratios characteristic of transition metals were employed. See the
text for a discussion of the open square LASTO results.

While less severe than years ago, the discrepancies between CALPHAD and
band heory remain significant and it remains to be seen whether these represent
shortcomings in the CALPHAD modelling, i.e. the thermodynamic quantities they
require are not "true" quantities or in LDA based band theory to incorrectly reproduce
the "true" energy differences. We do not expect that the introduction of gradient
corrections in the band calculations, for example, will bring agreement on this issue.

TOTAL ENERGIES AND ATOMIC POSITIONS

The total energy of a solid depends on the lattice volume and, if the system is
noncubic, on its c/a ratio. In addition, many crystal structures have atomic positions
which are not set by symmetry. The MoPtz structure, which is of concern elsewhere
in the proceedings, involves an ABB stacking of (110) fee lattice layers. However
the lattice is, as a rule, distorted off of being strictly fee, both in its c/a ratio and
in that A-B and B-B layer separations are different and these differences are of



energetic significance. In the Frank-Kasper and Bernal-cell phases there are, as a rule,
substantial numbers of atomic positions not determined by symmetry. For example,
the a(CrFe) phase has thirty atoms in its unit cell falling into five species of atomic
sites and there Are seven non-zero z, y, or z atomic positions which may vary from
one a phase to the next. Unfortunately, for many of the systems which have been
observed crystallographically, these internal coordinates have not been determined or,
at best, have been ill determined in the investigation.
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Figure M. The hep-fee enerM' differences for Ta, W, Os, IT, and Au as & function of the hep c/a
ratio employed in the calculations. The circles are full potential results while the + symbols indicate
muffin-tin potential results. The open circles indicate the lowest-lying points on the full potential
curves. Of the metals, only Os forms in the hep structure and its observed c/a ratio is indicated by
the arrow tn its ri«nel. Note, positive eaergy differences imply that the /cc structure is stable and
negative that the hep is.

The variation in atomic coordinates between systems which nominally form in
the same crystal structure can affect the atomic coordination of the sites and this, of
course, implies variations in chemical binding. In the discussion of the structural map
(Figure 4) we encountered CuAul phases, most of which involved small tetragonal
distortions off of an fee lattice, with the atoms having the atomic coordination
characteristic of such a lattice. On the other hand, there were a few CuAul phases,
such as IrTi, whose c/a ratios were characteristic of a weak tetragonal distortion of



a bee lattice and whose atomic near neighbor distributions are characteristic of such
a lattice. In the crystal phases of a number of transition metal borides, carbides, and
phosphides, the metalloids are often in Bernal environments, but due to varifying
internal atomic coordinates the atomic coordinations about the metalloid sites vary
between systems nominally having the same crystal structure. To complicate matters
further, the symmetries at these sites are often low implying that it is harzardous to
do a band calculation which does not employ a full potential.

In Figure 14 is plotted the hep-fee structural energy differences calculated for
several 5d metals, as a function of the hep c/a ratio. Of these, only Oa forms in the
hep structure and the """'T""m in the energy as a function of c/a is in good accord
with experiment and in accord with the c/a ratios observed for the other transition
metals which form in the structure. It was such c/a values which were used for the
open circle results of Figure 13. The energy minima for the other metals, not normally
forming hep structures, fall well away frorr the c/a characteristic of Os and its hep
transition metal counterparts. The c/a minima obtained for Ta and W are for c/a
well above the ide&l c/a for hep systems: such large c/a are encountered in Zn and Cd.
The open squares plotted in Figure 13 are the result of minimizing the hep energies as
a function of c/a. The hep-fee energy differences for bee Ta and W are much closer
to zero but their sign is still inconsistent with CALPHAD expectations. Muffin-tin
potentials results, the crosses, are shown for several of the metals in Figure 14. Wa
see that a muffin-tin treatment erroneously indicates hep Au to be more stable than
fee. Finally, we should note that variations of as much as 0.1 eV/atom attended the
variations of c/a and this is of a scale to be of concern when making total energy
predictions.
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Figure 15. Some layered 6cc-Iiie cryiUi structure* encountered as ordered Au- and Pt- bd metal
pbues. Single unit tell* axe •hown, except for the C*Cl itructure where two unit cell are drawn-
Open circle* indicate ooe (pecie* of atoms and filled the other.



A large number of ordered alloy structures are associated with the filling of
bcc or fee lattices which then distort because of the atomic occupancies. Several
systems which involve the ordering of (100) layers on a bcc lattice appear in Figure 15.
Except for the CaCl structure, the layering causes the c/a to deviate from that
strictly appropriate to a ice lattice. For example, AuHh and AuiHf form in the
MoSi-t structure with c/a at 3.59 and 2.45 respectively whereas the ideal c/e. is 3.
Those deviations can" be understood in terms of the fact that Hf is larger than Au
thus affecting the in plane venus interpl&ne spacing. The Z's oC the figure define
measures of the variation ic interplanar spacings. Binding energies, calculated as
a function of the Z'%, appear in Figure 16 for AuSfj, AujHf, AvHJ(CuTi), and
Au3Ta}(Au2^h)- The calculations were done at the crystallographically observed
volumes and c/a. ratios (which are 1.82 and 4.51 versus ideal values of 2 and 5 for the
latter two compounds). These are muffin-tin potential results and when they were
done30 there were no experimentally determined AH. Calorimetric values became
available31 last year, as indicated by the horizontal arrows, and these are in satisfying
accord with the minim* obtained for the beats. Crystallographically based Z values
were quoted only for AujBf and this value, of 0.34, has an uncertainty of at least
±0.01. The horizontal brackets in the figure indicate the range in Z values quotsd for
other systems having the same crystal structures. The minima in the curves are thus
consistent with what little is known experimentally. Only in the case of AuiHj do this
minima confonn with a regular spacing between atomic layers and large energies are
associated with the deviation from regular spacings (Z, —Z% — 1/4 and 2« + Z\, = 1/2
for 6CvTi, Z% = 1/3 for MoSij, and Z. - Zj = 1/5 for / luj^i j ) for the other phases.
For AuHf2 this energy exceeds 1/3 eV/atom. The strong energy dependence seen here
can be understood since changing interplanar spacings corresponds to the energetics
associated with optical phonons.
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Figure 16. Hemti of formation of AuHf (< - CuTi •tructure), AuHfi and Au2Hf (McSii
structurt), and AujTai calculated sa a function of the Z coordinates defined in Figure 15. The
horitontal utowt indicate the experuncsUlly muauied beati. The Z'% have not been determined
experimentally, except foe AvjHf whose Zt ia indicated by the vertical arrow and whose uncertainty
ia ~ ±0.01. The brackets indicate ranges of posrible 2 values at inferred for other syit«ms forming
in the same structures.



As another example of the energetics associated with a distortion off of a well-
packed lattice, consider the Pt&Ti structure sketched in Figure 17. This is one of the
phases whose binding energy is featured in Figure 1. The structure is an fee lattice
if a/c = 3/V5 and if i | = I J = 1/3. Pt,Ti has a slightly larger a/c ratio than
this and xj = 0.327, due to Ti being smaller than Pi , with Ja = 0.333. The heat
represented in Figure 1 was the result of a full potential calculation employing these
coordinates. The prototype system having this structure is VtZns with i j = 0.348
and 12 = 0.328. The PttTi energy was calculated with these I 'S as well, resulting
in an 0.02 eV/atom loss in binding. While the i dependence was not explored more
thoroughly, it would appear that the energy dependence of lattice deviations is small
here, i.e. bundredths of an eV/atom in comparison with the tenths of an eV/alom
encountered in the layered structures.

The issue of displacement energies is of importance to the modelling of ordered
and disordered alloys as discussed by Stocks and by Zunger elsewhere in these
proceedings. Such displacement energies along with the question of the role of lattice
positiona in the energetics of ill-p&cked FV&nk-Kasper and Beraal environment phases,
complicates any investigation of the metastabih'ty or stability of ordered phases
involving such structures. The examples above suggest that the effect on binding
energies will sometimes be minor and sometimes severe. With more experience, we
will likely learn where it is most important to take care.
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Figure 17. One U>yet of the body-centered PtgTi itructure (in the other layer, the 7Vi lie on the
corner* of the cqutre). Depending on the %/c value, the structure may correspond to an fee or bee
lattice or neither The fee occur* when a/c = */5j2 = 2.1213 and when r* = i a = 1/3.

CHARGE TRANSFER

It has been common to attempt to rationalize the bonding and other properties
of solids, such as their elastic moduli, in terms of the valence charge, namely in terms



of charge transfer and of the directional character of the bonding charge. The latter
is most usefully done for covalently bonded systems. Charge transfer is often thought
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Figure 18. Charge transfer on or oft* Ir (triangle), Pt (square), and Au (circle) calculated for
'.ompounds of these slams with other id elements having the CiCI structure. The charge at a site
is obtained by integration over the charge in the Wigner-Seitt tpnere and the transfer obtained by
comparing the cbaife at the site hi tlie compound with that of the elemental meUl. A positive sign.
indicates electron torn onto a An, Pt, or Ir site. Calculations were done for the elemental metals
and the compounds at their observed lattice volumes: when the CiCI structure does not occur but
another 1:1 system does, its volume was used. Foe cases where there a so reported crystsllographic
data at 1:1, then the pattern of how the molecular volume deviates from the sum of the elemental
volumes wss used i s tin basis for interpolating a compound!1! volume. Given that volume, the
elemental Wifner-Seits sphere volumes of the two slloy constituents were multiplied by a common
scale factor so that the sum of their volumes equals the molecular volume.

of in terms of electronegativity trends and it is generally accepted that electronega-
tivity increases, i.e. the propensity to attract valence electron charge increases, as the
transition metals are travensd from left to right. Disagreement occurs with the noble
metals where the Pauling electronegativity scale has Au the most electronegative of
the metals while the metallurgist's work function scales have the noble metals less



electronegative than the transition metals to their immediate left. It woula seem
easy to measure this. Consider taking the charge distribution resulting from a band
calculation or from the density obtained by x-ray diffraction and to integrate over an

i atomic cell for the charge centered on & aite. Problems arise in choosing what volume
• to attribute to what site in a compound and whether all the charge found at that site
j really "belongs" to the atom centered there.
> Consider Figure 18 where the charge transfer has been calculated32 for Ir, Pt,
I and An compounds taken in the CsCt structure, a structure where the eight nearest
'• neighbors are unlike neighbors. Except for the Hf compounds these systems pretty
j well obey Vegud's law, that is the volume of the molecular unit in the compound
j equals the sum of the elemental volumes. In such a case, the sites are given their
| elemental volumes and when the molecular volume is less than the sum, the volumes
> of the two sites are each scaled accordingly. The gold curve lies highest consistent
• with Au being more electronegative than Pt or Ir however all thr;e curves bend down
: and if the results had been extended to La, Lu, or a rare-earth between, Au, Pt, and
! Ir would all be seen losing charge to this electropositive element. This is contrary to
i any view of charge transfer behavior and is not an idiosyncrasy of this particular set
j of calculations. Others have done calculations33 for the Nd-Fc hard magnets which
j show charge transfer from Fe onto the electropostive Nd. Sense will be made of
j Figure IS shortly.

i

j GOLD ALLOYS AND a - d TRANSFER

For several thousand years, goldsmiths have known that alloying AgjaXo^Au
causes a rapid whitening in color. This is associated with a drop in Au d bands with
respect to the Fenru"levetT"Wore recently, photoemission has shown that the Au 5d
bands and, more slowly, the core levels drop when Au is alloyed with a number of
other metals. (The more rapid shift of the d bands is due to their active role in the
bonding.) A drop in levels implies a deepening potential and this, in turn, indicates a
depletion in bonding charge at the Au site. This is contrary to the notions of Pauling
and others that Au is the most electronegative of the metals.

IJUlj. JlW^^BHMMt Gold has a nucleus ammenable to Mossbauer effect measurements and the
-»"^^^^^^^» resulting isomer shifts show the Au contact densities increasing in the same alloys.

This indicates ^-electron transfer onto Au opposite to that suggested by the energy
level shifts. Invoking separate a and d valence electron transfer terms, and employing34

both calculations and experiment, it was concluded that Au alloying involves: 6
transfer onto and d off of gold sites, where there is a. resulting small net transfer of
charge onto AM. Being more compact, the d levels make larger contributions to the
Coulomb potential and, hence, their Coulomb contributions are more important to
the electron energy level shifts.

The Au d bands are completely occupied, lying 2, and more, eV below the
Fermi level. Nevertheless, Au d bonding is important chemically. This is due to
hybridization of unoccupied wave function character from the other alloy constituent
into the occupied d bands. This depletes the occupied Au d electron count. The band
stays filled, but the <j-count in it decreases. Whatever the d electrons do, it is plausible
that the less local non-<f valence charge will, among other things, act to screen any d-
count change. The simple picture ois-d, or d- uon-d charge compensation at Au sites
appears to be sustained by experiment, though the situation is more complicated, as
will shortly be seen.

Going to Pt and Ir, there is also a tendancy to fill their almost full d bands.
This accompanies an on-site d electron depletion due to hybridization into the already



occupied d bands and the result is to be seen in Figure 19. While the Au d bands
have lost on-site d-count due to hybridization, the combined effect of band filling and
hybridization has a near zero effect on Pi's and /r's d eleci ron counts. The An^ of
the atoms alloyed with Ir, Pt, and Au are perhaps surprising, for these atoms show
d-count losses. What is clear is that the d electron count of the two atom types in
a compound is net preserved, implying that the energetics of this transition metal-
transition metal alloying cannot be completely understood in terms of d band bonding
alone.
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C H A R G E TAILING

The wave function components within the atomic spheres are carried up to
quite high £ in an augmented basis set calculation', t < 8 was used in the LASTO
calculations reported here. The high I terms are real components of the charge density
and agnificaat chuge resides in them as can be seen in Figure 20. Similar results
have been obtained30 in LAPW calculations for the same elemental metals. Now we
do not expect / , g, h, i — bands in these 5d metals. Let us assume that this charge,
ne>3, is associated with the tailing of charge intrinsic to near-neighboring sites.

Then in an AB alloy in the CsCl structure, where the eight nearest neighbors
are unlike neighbors, one might expect

yB
nc>i (alloy) = yX n<>» (efcrnenraf)

i.e. the tail density of neighbors A scaled by ratio of the volume sampled by B in
the compound, relative that sampled b- A in its elemental state. The result of this
assumption is compared in Figure 21, with the actual n f > 3 obtained in calculation
for the compounds. The agreement is remarkable. It would appear that the n/>3
charge terms arise from "tailing" from an atom's neighbors. The change in these



contribution:, upon alloying is substantial as is seen for the Pi compounds in Figure '22
These terms are of the order of the d electron count changes of Figure 19.

mm
0.05

Re Os PI Au

Figure 20. The total charge, associated with wave function components of £ > 3, residing in the .
Wtgner-Seitz ipheres of the elemental 5d metala a* obtained with LASTO band calculations.

What of a, p, and d-like charge tailing terms? In expanding a Bloch sum at
some given atomic site, within the augmented basis set scheme, it is possible32 to
separate the wave function into on-site and off-site contributions, with the tailing
terms correctly orthogalized to the atomic core. Squaring and summing the wave
functions yields on-site, tailing and overlap terms. Quantitative details depend upon
the choice of the basis set in the interstitial region, but this does not affect the overall
conclusion. More serious, is the question, well known to quantum chemists, namely
how to apportion the overlap charge density. Quantum chemists in their orbital
population analyses often employ & Mulliken scheme where the overlap contribution is
divided equally. This seems implausible here for the d term of transition metals where
there can be ou-mte d counts approaching 10, while the tail terms are much less. We
will employ a "modified MuUiken" scheme where the overlap charge is apportioned
proportional to the on-site and tailing terms. The result of this appears in Figure 23
where tailing effects have been subtracted from the overall charge transfer terms of
Figure 18. Having made the subtraction, the results of Figure 23 provide a measure
of the "chemical" effects associated with band filling (or emptying), hybridization and



the charge screening of these and of the tailing terms. Consider the top panel first.
AH other alloy components lose charge to Pt and /r, losing more to Pt than to IT.

O.JO

Figure 21. The chug: in t > 3 component!, within Au'i and the other element's Wigner-Seiti
spheres as obtained foi the ^4u*bssed compounds, in the CtCl structure, represented in Figure 18..
The solid lines are the results obtained directly from band calculations for the compounds while the
dashed curves are estimates based on scaling the elemental / > 3 charge components of Figure 20, as
discussed in text.

In addition, Oa, IT, and Pt have all gained charge when alloyed with Au. In the
lower panel the Pt curve now lies highest and except for the bend over for IrHf and
IrTa, the Au curve lies lowest with Au losing charge to Re as well as to O J , 7r, and
Pt. These charge transfer trends make sense when taken in the light of work function
based electronegativity scales where Au's electronegativity is found to be less than
that of Re, Os,Ir, and Pt. The results are incompatible with the Pauling scale which
has Au the most electronegative metal. Of course it is the total charge at a site, i.e.
these terms plus the charge tailing, which is sampled by an experiment.



AuLi and AuCa form in the CsCl structure, though with violent deviations from
Vegard's law. The molecular volume of AuCs is less than that of Ca in Cs metal and
similarly the molecular volume of AuLi is less than the atomic volume of Li metal.
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Figure 22. The change in charge in the high 1(1 > 3) components on taking Pt (and the other
metal) from iu elemental metallic form to the Pi-bd systems in the CsCl structure.

When inspecting these systems' charge transfer, we will attribute An metal's volume
to the Au site in the compound and the remaining molecular volume to the alkali.
This should bias any estimate of charge behavior in the direction of having placed too
much of the charge on the Au. The total charges broken up into their I components
are plotted for these compounds and for the elemental metals in the top panel of
Figure 24 while the tail charge, alone, appears in the bottom panel. A striking feature
of the lower panel is the extent to which the tail charge of the alltali in the compound
resembles that for AM in Au metal while that for Au in the compound resembles that
of the elemental alkali metal. In addition, the total tailing charge, summing over I,
is substantial at the alkali sites in the compounds. As for the total charge, in AuCs
the Au atoms are rather well separated and reside in something approximating a d'°s
configuration while in AuLi the Au are closer together causing significant Au-Au
bonding. This results in a profile in t components much like that of elemental Au.
The large d componeat seec for Ca in AuCs is associated with Cs's d bands which lie
in the states close above the band gap (the system is a semiconductor). These states
have hybridized with the occupied bands, causing the enhanced A electron count.

In terms of valence charge at the site, the alkalis in their compounds are negatively
charged. But, in term* of valence orbital) centered on a site, the alkalis (and Nd in
NdFe or Ti in PtTi) are positively charged.

Consider an alkali atom adsorbed on a transition metal surface. Where here, in
the solid, the alkali had eight nearest neighbors, at an adsorption site it will, typically,



have <! or 6. The surface alkali sjt e can also be expected to be negatively charged
— not because of charge transfer or hybridization — but simply because of charge
tailing into the site. Arguments abound concerning the ionic versus covalent character
of the bonding associated with adsorbed alkali atoms. Important to the numerics of
where the charge is, is the charge tailing onto the alkali site. This will aiffect such
argumentation.

Charge tailing would appear to be one important source of "charge transfer." It
can cause positive ions to have net negative charge at their sites and vice versa. It
combines with "true" chemical charge transfer in any experimental measure of where
the charge is. The earlier observations concerning Au alloys involve this combined
charge.
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Figure 23 . Charge transfer, for the systems represented in Figure IB, after charge tailing has
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THE HEATS OF FORMATION OF THE ORDERED COMPOUNDS

The calculated heats of formation of tke Ir, Pt, and Au compounds, of Figures 18
and 23, appear in Figure 25. Significant binding is seen for the Hf compounds and



nonbinding once W is reached. The CsCl structure is a good representative for the left
hand compounds but not for those of the right, but it does indicate certain essential
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emptied out tbe alkali's). In tbe compound, Au was assigned its elemental Wigner-Seitz volume and
the remaining, much contracted, molecular volume was assigned to the alkali.



features of tlie binding trends. Strong binding is to be found to the left and weak
binding is to be found to the right hand of the curves. The weak binding is manifested
by the full substitutional solubility in the irPt and AxxPt systems with the latter
ordering at low temperatures. That the An alloy curve lies highest is consistent
with phase diagram behavior where Au-W, Au-Rt, and Au-Os axe immiscible while
their Pt and Ir counterparts at least show substantial ranges of terminal solubility.
The strong compound formation, seen to the left, is readily understood in terms of
d band filling considerations as is seen for the Pt alloy densities of states appearing
in Figure 26. In Zu.Pt, BfPt, and TaPt we have double peaked densities of states
involving low-lying bonding Pt-Uke states and high-lying nonbonding levels which are
primarily associated with the other constitient.
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IrPt on the other hand, shows bands while double peaked, which are strongly mixed
in Ir-Pt character. In LuPt aad HfPt the bonding levels are filled and the Fermi
level falls at the lower edge of the nonbonding states and a strong heat of formation
ensues. By PtTa more nonbonding states are filled with a consequent loss in bonding
energy. By W or Re everything has been pretty well lost. Coupled with the fact



that the competing elemental W and Re phases arc themselves strongly bound due
to having near half-filled bands, the formation of Pt-W and Pi-Re compounds is not
strongly favored. Going to IrPt, little is to be gained or lost in forming an ordered
or disordered alloy.
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Figure 26. The demities of t tates for ^uf^t and three of the Ft compounds represented in Fig-
ure 25 (and 18). The tint column abows the total density of states, the second the density of states
localized on the Pt sites and the third column the local density of states at the site of the other
alloy constituent. The zeros of energy of the plots are the Fermi levels. The local densities of states
were sampled within the APW spheres and hence do not add up to the total densities of states.

The heats of formation, cal-ulatcd35 by Schultz and Davenport, for several
aluminides appear in Figure 27. These were taken in the CsCl structure in which
all the systems form except CuAI, whose structure is more complex. The agreement
between theory and experiment is of l\xe order in the spread in experiment. The
calculated beats were obtained with full potential calculations though one expects
that muffin-tin calculations for these well-packed systems would have done about as
well.

In contrast, the calculated heats appearing in Figure 5 were obtained with muffin-
tin potentials. In general, the calculations are in accord with the experimental heats
and the variation in calculated values are consistent with the phase diagram. As a rule,



those stable phases for which calculations were done, were fouml to be stable relative
phases which are not. The serious exception to this occurs for RhZr-, which forms
in the AhCu structure and the muffin-tin calculations have badly underestimated its
heat of formation. The Cu site in this stnictue is one of the Bernal-type environments
of low coordination, for a metal, and low symmetry. Such a system requires a full
potential treatment.

FeAl CoAl NiAl CuAl

-1.0

Figure 27. The calculated (x's) and experimental (circles) heats of formation of FcAl^ CoAl, NiAl-,
and CuM employing full potential LA5T0 calculations (binding increase* downwards).

The Au-Hf and Au-Ta systems, which have already been encountered, are
represented in Figure 28. These are muffin-tin potentials results30 and they are in
excellent accord with the experiment values'1 which came later. The one serious
error in the calculation occurs for AuTa} which forms in the A15 (Crj5:) structure,
a Fraak-Kasper phase, whose heat should be ~0.4 eV/atom more bound than it is
calculated to be, so that it lies at or below the dashed Use drawn between Ta and
AU2T113. As it is, a two phase mix of these two phases is calculated to be more
stable than the A15 phase. Again, muffin-tin calculations do well for the well-packed
structures and fail for aa ill-packed one.

The Pt-Ti system of Figure 2 was chosen for full potential calculations because i t '
includes one of the two cases, PtTiz, for which a transition metal A1S phase has had
its heat measured36 calorimetricaUy. Atomic spheres were chosen for the calculations
so that the Ti spheres, in the A1S chains, did not overlap. This allowed using the
touching atomic spheres of fee Pt to be used for the Pt sites. These spheres were then
used for all the compounds as well as for the elemental Pt and Ti reference metals. As
has already been noted, the set of calculated AH are in accord with each other and
with experiment. Going from a full potential to a muffin-tin treatment reduces the



binding associated with any single total energy. The chiuige in AH between the two
treatments depends on whether the full potential is more important for the compound
or for the reference elemental metals. The former is the case for PtTi) (A15);
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it's ~0.15 eV/atom less bound in the muffin-tin treatment. Some of the other phases
have their AH more bound, by ~0.1 eV/atom in the mumn-tin scheme. Thus a
muffin-tiu version of Figure 1 would find the A15 phase less stable, by 1/4 eV/atom,
relative to the 50:50 phases. The increase in muffin-tin binding for the 50:50 phases is
associated with the choice of atomic sphere. The standard choice of atomic spheres for
these phases would be to take the touching spheres of the two elemental metals and
shrink each equally so that they did not overlap in the compound. Doing this for PtTi
(CsCI) yields a full potential AH which agrees with the other full potential result
(with a shrunken Ti and expanded Pt) to better than 0.01 eV/atom. Rill potential
energies should not, and here are seen not to be, sensitive to sphere choice. The
muffin-tin AH for this second sphere choice agrees with its full potential counterpart
to ~0.01 eV/atom as well It would appear that for well-packed structures, atomic
sphere choices can be made so that muffin-tin AH are in essential agreement with
full potential values. This cannot be done for ill-packed structures.

The skewing of the phase diagram and of the heats of formation, so as to favor
the Pt-rich phases, is readily understood upon inspection of the densities of states
plotted in Figure 29. In PtTi}, the Pi's are far from each other and there is a
narrow doublet of primarily Pt 5d character well below the Fermi level. There is
a broad majority atom Ti-like local density of states (LDOS), since TVs are closer
together. The Fermi level falls in these states. Going to the Pt-rich PtiTi



LDOS bus become broad and that of the minority Ti narrow. At Pttfi, the Fermi
level falls in the hollow between the "bonding" /"(-like levels and the "nonbonding"
Ti. Note that the number of bonding and nonbonding states is not equal. The ability
to have the bonding levels occupied and the nonbonding empty, favors the A Ho!
PtjTi over, «ay, Pt-poot PtTi*. Going to PUTi, the one Ti cannot requite the eight
platinums and the Fermi level falls in the bonding states with a consequence loss to
AB. Ti contributes enough electrons to the system so that the bonding levels are
occupied in PiiTi, but it does not have enough for PtgTi. For those transition metal-
transition metal systems, where the LDOS are separated, as they are in Figure 29,
their ArJ's are enhanced37 when the bonding levels are filled and the nonbonding are
empty. Where this happens, of course, depends on the relative numbers of valence
electrons of the two constituents.
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CONCLUSION

here.
A variety of matters were addressed in this chapter. Let us revisit some of them



Since the early days, there has been concern with charge transfer In attempting
to define it, there is the problem of chosing the atomic volumes to be attributed
to the different atomic sites in a compound. A plausible assignment can be made
if the deviations from Vegard's law aren't too great, namely use volumes which
are proportional to the elemental volumes. Given such & choice, there remains the
question of whether all the charge within some site should be attributed to the atom
in that site- As was demonstrated, a significant component of charge is due to tailing,
that is the medium associated with the surrounding atoms. While the tailing charge
cannot be uniquely defined, it plays a substantial role in the changes in electron
counts within atomic site volumes. Examples were shown where, after accounting for
charge tailing, the remaining charge transfer was in line with chemical expectations.
Experiment shares this difficulty, for it the total charge, whatever its origin, which is
sampled by experiment.

Hume-Rothery parameters, such as size and electronegativity, may be used to
model alloy stability. They may be used as coordinates in structural maps or
employed in effective Hamiltonians, such as Miedema's. Even as "full scale" quantum
mechanical calculations become cheaper, such schemes should have their place, both
in challenging suspect attributions as to the occurrence of phases and in providing a
first pass in predicting the existence of stable and metastable phases. Such schemes are
many orders of magnitude cheaper to implement than any band structure calculation.

Magnetism was considered and it was observed that there are problems with the
single determinant character of band theory and with the local density potentials
currently used. Nonetheless, spin polarized LSDA calculations have been remarkably
successful. The problems become serious when dealing with Hund's second rule orbital
magnetic terms. A density dependent potential does not sense the direction of the
orbital moment. The aspherical exchange terms of Hartree-Fock theory do have this
sense of direction and we propose that the on-site aspherical exchange-correlation
terms, within the magnetic shell, of LDA be replaced by their aspherical Hartree-Fock
counterpart. This is straightforward for band theory machinery which has already
incorporated the full potential LDA treatment. How well such a resulting spin and
orbit polarized magnetic band theory will work, remains to be seen (at least it will
avoid the shortcomings of the approximation using the Racah E1 or C terms alone).

The original confrontation between band theory and CALPHAD was revisited
— namely the issue of the structural energies of the elemental solids. While it can be
argued that semiquantitative agreement is being approached between the two schools,
the disagreement remains serious for those workers constructing phase diagrams via
the CALPHAD approach. It seems unlikely that further improvements in band theory
estimates will offer a remedy to this matter.

Many alloys form on well-packed fee or 6cc lattices where the atomic ordering
lowers symmetry causing deviations in lattice positions. Energies of as much as
1/3 eV/atom were displayed for such distortions. This appears to be particularly
important for layered structures, such as the MoSii and MoPti, and must be dealt
with if their stabilities are to be properly estimated.

Many other ordered alloys form in ill-packed structures. One class of these is
the Franlc-Kasper or tcp (and similarly packed) phases. Another involves atoms in
low symmetry, low coordination Bernal-type atomic environments. Both classes of
structures appear in transition metal phase diagrams. While muffin-tin potential
calculations may suffice for well-packed structures (with results sensitive to the choice
of atomic sphere radii), full potentials appear essential to the treatment of the ill-
packed systems. Any treatment of transition metal alloy phase behavior which claims
to be complete, will be confronted with dealing with these systems on an equal footing
with the well-packed phases.



ll w;is seen tliat d band allay bonding, in t!»-- mu:<' stnmfily l>»nd,.,l sysit-ms,
is maximized when the bonding levels are filled and the nonbonding w empty. In
systems displaying separate peakings of the density of states arising from the separate
atomic constituents, the number of bonding and nonbonding levels will not be equal,
except at 50:50 alloy concentrations. The optimum filling of bonding states can arise
off of 50:50 resulting in the strong skewing seen in the heats of formation and the
associated phase diagram as in Figure 1. The compound heats of formation based on
LDA calculations and experiment have been seen to agree to —1/10 eV/atom which
is roughly the scatter in experiment. Although there is little experience as of yet
with ill-packed systems, this level of agreement is expected to hold for these as well,
providing full potential treatments are used.

Band theory, as employed, involves an array of approximations. These approxi-
mations have served us well and they are expected to continue to do so in the future.
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